I. Call to order (Kershaw)
   A. Meeting was called to order at 9:15 (when recorder Dore Minatodani arrived).

II. Approve September minutes (Kershaw)
   A. Corrections were requested and made; minutes were approved.

III. Report from Library Council Liaison (Sung)
   A. Jan not present; no report.

IV. Old business
   A. Shared UH e-resources: Sinclair streaming videos (Chang)
      1. UHM Cataloging will be making changes to holdings records locations for Sinclair streaming video titles. When Nancy Sack comes back from sabbatical in December, they will make the changes. In the meantime, if any campuses want individual records changed, send request with Title and MFHD ID to Paul Beck who will change it manually.

   B. WebVoyage Help
      1. Help text for other tabs, besides Basic and Advanced (Stacey)
         a) Kathleen described the different Help pages that are being worked on (the work is being done primarily by Amy). Carol K. will upload them and Kathleen will solicit corrections at the next WebVoyage meeting, and edit as appropriate.
         b) Re the Help screen for the "Export" function, Kathleen noted that Hilo has disabled "Export" because it is not useful. Committee agreed that it is not useful. Committee members should check with their sites to see if anyone is using Export. Next meeting the committee will decide whether it should be removed completely.

      2. Language help text "Voyage" (Stacey)
         a) Kathleen will send the changed wording to Carol to be uploaded.

      3. Help page title wording: Keep "Hawaii Voyager" or remove (All)
         a) Pertaining to the text directly under the Hawaii Voyager banner. Will change "WebVoyage" to "Hawaii Voyager"
Voyager.” Each member will go back to their sites and find out if the text “WebVoyage”/“Hawaii Voyager” be removed from help screens.

4. Bottom Help tab (Kellett)
   a) Carol will add link to "Help Topics" to the footer (per last month’s decision). This is the set of links below the bottom tabs.
   b) Carol will set bottom tabs for each site to mirror the top tabs.
   c) Additionally regarding tabs, HCC added a tab linking to OneSearch. If anyone else wants to add a OneSearch tab, contact assist@hawaii.edu.

C. Hawaii Pacific Journal Index (Kellett)
   1. Eleanor Kleiber and Carol are still meeting to discuss options, but have not found any good options. Carol asked Ex Libris about HPJI not working with OneSearch, they will check on it.

D. Results relevance sorting option missing (Kellett)
   1. For keyword searches, if you add the Relevance sorting option to a search results display, Relevance then becomes the default search results display sort order (this can not be changed). Based on the premise that different keyword searches should return results displayed in a consistent default sort order, if a site implements the Relevance sorting option, the Relevance sorting should be the default sort order for all keyword searches. Carol will check on whether it is possible to have all keyword search results display in Relevance order. If so, then members can take back to their sites the option of having Relevance or Date Descending be the default search results sort order. Carol will also check on the bug that is preventing the label for Most Recent sort from displaying (it’s currently blank).

E. Cover images in item records missing (Kellett)
   1. Cover images are displaying again. The failure of cover images displaying was related to the implementation of secure protocol (the one that requires use of https://). The correction was made so that on the server side, Voyager connects to Google via a secure connection. If users are still having problems with cover images not displaying, they should check for ad blocker or privacy blocker in the browser, then add an exception or turn it off for searching Voyager.

F. Microfilm search limiter (Kellett)
   1. Was added to Advanced Search Format limit.

G. Remove “Catalog Errors -- Not For Requests” from “Get This Item” (Kellett)
   1. Done. Carol sent out message with instructions on how to request catalog error corrections.

H. Article request link wording (Kellett)
   1. UHM (Hose)
      a) Under Get This Item menu, "UH Manoa Intrasytem Article Request" - Carla and Melissa will go back to their
Circulation staff and see if "Request Article: send to UH Manoa" is acceptable.

I. Sinclair media booking request link wording and instructions (All)
   1. Under Get This Item menu, "UH Faculty Classroom Showing Request" changed to "Request media for class (UH Faculty)" (implemented for every skin).

V. New Business
   A. Stop Indexing 775 and 776 for Title Keyword Search (Kershaw)
      1. Explanation: 775 and 776 are linking fields that point to other records in the catalog (e.g. same (775) or different (776) formats of the same work). For some reason they are included in the Title Keyword search, but they should not be, since they are duplicative and their inclusion is causing problems with the search results. Also, 775 and 776 do not currently display.
      2. Decided to remove 775 and 776 from the Title Keyword search parameter.
      3. Carol will work with Erica to implement display of 775 and 776 in the sandbox, so we can see how it appears and how it functions. It might be useful.
   B. New Voyager icons for e-books (Garcia)
      1. Because different formats now have separate Voyager records, it would be good to have different icons to indicate different formats in the search results display. Carol explained to Alphie that it cannot be done. (Explanation: Leader/06, type of record (a: language material). 007/00 $a: category of materials (c: electronic resource). 007/01 $b: specific material designation (r: remote). If we use 007 only, it will not be enough because other type of materials also use 'CR' such as streaming video, streaming audio.) But perhaps there is a javascript solution. Carol will check with Erin and Arthur in Systems.
   C. EBSCO public library ebooks (Garcia)
      1. Now that we have access to HLC’s EBSCO Public Library E-Books collection, should we create a new location code for Voyager so that these records could be loaded in Voyager. Would be treated as its own group, like how ebrary titles are. Alphie would be responsible for monitoring additions and deletions to the collection. Issues and alternatives:
         a) For some students, especially those at CCs, these titles would be appropriate and helpful, so we do want them to be discoverable.
         b) The titles are currently findable through OneSearch, though the records there are not very good. But not all sites are using OneSearch.
         c) Question about whether the access is for one year or five. If it is just for one year, it might not be worth the effort to have them listed. Per Lori Ann via Erica, "I believe they are referring to EBSCO’s eBook Public Library Collection that EBSCO added to the Statewide database package for free this year. This collection is not yet available for linking via SFX." Alphie, would you check on whether the access is one year or five?
Then each site can decide whether to have them display or not.

D. Scheduled status wording (Hose)
   1. Will be moved to next meeting's agenda.

VI. Announcements (All)
   A. Did not have time.

VII. Adjourn (Kershaw)
   A. Adjourned at 11:00.